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The TRIPS Agreement timeline





Arguments for and against an IP waiver

Contested issues and knowledge gaps include:

• Whether existing IP flexibilities, e.g. compulsory licensing, can help to ensure access.

• Whether it is true that all manufacturing facilities that can produce vaccines are already 
doing so [and] companies are voluntarily licensing their therapies to the developing world.

• Whether supply bottlenecks, rather than IP protections, alone are responsible for the slow 
roll-out of vaccines in parts of the developing world.

• Whether tacit know-how (as well as patent disclosure) is needed to manufacture mRNA 
vaccines, and whether the people with that know-how can be taken away from essential 
vaccine production work in order to train others without negatively impacting on 
production volumes.

• Whether an IP waiver could force the handover of cutting-edge technology to competitors 
and cripple our ability to respond to future challenges, i.e. forced technology transfer.
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WTO Agreement – Article IX(3)

In exceptional circumstances, the Ministerial 
Conference may decide to waive an obligation 
imposed on a Member by this Agreement or 
any of the Multilateral Trade Agreements, 
provided that any such decision shall be taken 
by three fourths of the Members unless 
otherwise provided for in this paragraph. 







Rethinking manufacturing and supply chains

• Greater emphasis on voluntarily licensing agreements

• More participation in technology access pools (inc. C-TAP)

• Greater transparency of Advance Purchase Agreements

• Greater transparency and sharing of regulatory data

• New mechanisms to improve the transfer of tacit know-how 

• Better understanding of the limitations of compulsory licensing

• More comparable clinical trial designs

• Increased focus on the role of competition law
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